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Macgamestore.com Unleashes CSI: NY - The Game
Published on 04/27/09
Macgamestore.com today announced the availability of CSI:NY - The Game for the Mac
through
its web site and digital download service, Mac Games Arcade. The game is published by
Ubisoft. For the first time ever, immerse yourself in the world of CSI: NY. Experience
original cases written by CSI writers and solve mysteries alongside your favorite
characters from the hit TV crime show. Piece together clues and uncover hidden evidence in
the biggest city in America.
Calgary, Canada - Macgamestore.com today announced the availability of CSI:NY - The Game
for the Mac through its web site and digital download service, Mac Games Arcade. The game
is published by Ubisoft. For the first time ever, immerse yourself in the world of CSI:
NY. Experience original cases written by CSI writers and solve mysteries alongside your
favorite characters from the hit TV crime show.
* Solve Crimes In The Big Apple - Finally, CSI fans can experience the world, characters
and mysteries of CSI: NY. Piece together clues and uncover hidden evidence in the biggest
city in America. Explore five brand-new, bizarre crimes and bring suspects to justice.
* Play As The Stars - For the first time, you can take on the role of CSI stars as you
play the characters of Detectives Mac Taylor and Stella Bonasera.
* More Accessible Gameplay - A new, moody graphic-novel art style and more user-friendly
interface will assure accessibility and hours of replay for all types of gamers. Improved
gameplay includes new mechanics for conversations, blood work, computer use and much
more.
* Control Interrogations - For the first time in CSI, control interrogations and use
evidence to reveal a suspect's lies. Take part in dramatic interrogations, and create
atmospheric reenactments while exploring grisly crime scenes inspired by the show.
* Dig Deeper With New Mini-Games - Includes an incredible variety of new mini-games,
including code breaking, facial reconstruction, identify locations from photos,
triangulate shooter locations, manipulate the X-Ray scanner, physics simulation
reconstructions, identify poisons, compare samples for differences, Internet searching and
more!
System Requirements:
* Intel Mac
* Mac OS X 10.5 or later
* RAM: 512 MB RAM
* Video Card: Radeon 9000 or similar
* Hard Drive Space: 700 MB
Pricing and Availability:
CSI:NY is available immediately as a digital download purchase through Macgamestore.com
and Mac Games Arcade. The full version costs $29.99 (USD).
Macgamestore:
http://www.macgamestore.com
Mac Games Arcade:
http://www.macgamesarcade.com/
CSI: NY - The Game:
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http://www.macgamestore.com/detail.php?ProductID=1128
Screenshot:
http://www.macgamestore.com/images_screenshots/product_1128_5621_358853963.jpg

Launched in 2005, Macgamestore.com, is the most popular Mac gaming store on the Internet
with over 600 Mac games available for purchase. Macgamestore.com is also the leader in
digital download games and the number one web site for casual Macintosh games. Copyright
2005-2009 Macgamestore.com. All Rights Reserved.
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